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Dear Honorable Councilmembers:

This law firm represents many developers who have extensive recent experience with large scale mixed- 

use projects in the City of Los Angeles (the “Cit/) that are providing thousands of much needed new 

housing units. We support proposed changes to the Bicycle Parking Ordinance that have been 

introduced by City Planning. We also strongly support additional modifications that (1) revise and reduce 

the total number of bicycle parking spaces for large residential development projects, and (2) further 

clarify the appropriate standards for bicycle parking design, layout and location.

As the land use attorney for many large projects, including the Metropolis and Onni projects In Downtown 

Los Angeles, as well as several other large scale mixed-use residential projects, I can attest to the fact 

that the current requirements do not work for large-scale development. Without the flexibility of a tiered 

approach to bike parking, large projects must often obtain variances to avoid developing targe empty 

rooms that are not aligned to the bicycle-storage needs for a large project. The tiered approach for short 

and long term bicycle parking would allow for flexibility while slid providing for enough parking to meet 

today’s demand. A tiered approach to bike parking could require one long-term bike parking space per 

dwelling unit for die first 25 units, one bike parking space per two dwelling units for dwelling units 26 

through 50, and one bike parking space per four dwelling units above 50 dwelling units. Simitar tiering 

should occur with short term bike parking.

Additionally, greater flexibility on where to place long term bicycle parking, such as on the residential 

units' floor (as opposed to on toe ground level or basement), would provide innovative storage solutions 

that will lead to more effective use of space. Flexibility on placement of short-term bicycle parking must 

take Into account the reality that street frontage is limited when other strestscape features and other 

competing components, such as Ingress, egress, open space, and ADA access requirements exist.
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By requiring the appropriate types and quantities of bicycle parking, we will be able to more effectively, 

systematically and efficiently manage the needs of the bicycling population, as well as support the goal of 

increasing and promoting sustainable transportation use. To this end, we strongly support the proposed 

modifications contained in the Central City Association’s November 6,2017 correspondence to this 

Committee.

Very truly yours,
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